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Joint Action Task Goal Inferencing and Error Detection

Recent studies of the neurocognitive basis of

cooperative task performance show that

understanding the actions and intentions of the

behaviour of one’s partner largely contributes to

the social competence that is typical of humans

[1-4].

A second defining characteristic of fluent

cooperation is the capacity to detect whether or

not the actions performed by self or partner are

deflecting in any way from the inferred intentions

and, if so, repair, or formulate suggestions how

to repair, such errors.

We designed a task in which two participants

needed to cooperate and inserted two types of

errors in the instruction sequences of one of

the subjects: immediate goal conflicts (IGC)

and final goal conflicts (FGC).

We analyzed how the participants

communicated their goals and how quickly

they solved conflicts.

Subsequently, one subject from the human-

human pairs was asked to conduct the same

experiment with the JAST robot partner

endowed with intention understanding and

error monitoring capabilities.
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Humans are remarkably efficient in cooperating with their fellow human beings. Two crucial ingredients of this social capacity are

intention understanding and error monitoring. We studied these processes by asking human dyads to perform a construction task with

predefined, immediate and final goal conflicts (IGC and FGC). We analyzed how smoothly the conflicts were solved. Subsequently, one

of the dyad members was asked to perform the task again but this time with the JAST robot system that was endowed with intention

understanding and error detection capabilities.

Results

Fig. 1. Mean percentages of conflicts (IGC

and FGC) detected.

Fig. 2. Mean percentages of conflicts (IGC

and FGC) notified to the participant.

Fig. 3. Mean number of actions to correct

errors following conflicts.
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The JAST robot and human succesfully

completed the construction tasks in all trials.

The robot could adapt to immediate and final

goal conflicts (Fig. 1), sometimes even without

asking.

The robot showed anticipatory behaviour

by offering or instructing what the human

partner needed next (Fig. 2-3).

Results from the questionnaire showed

that participants rated anticipatory behaviour

higher for the robot than for the human

partner. Moreover, the collaborating robot

was judged favourably.

Action and intention understanding are

critical social capacities which make

autonomous agents sociable robots that can

outperform human beings.


